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QUESTION 1

Examine the list of possible steps to transport a tablespace across platforms that have the same compatibility level,
character sets, and endian format: 

1. 

Make the tablespace read-only at the source database. 

2. 

Export metadata from the source database. 

3. 

Import metadata into the target database. 

4. 

Transfer the dump file and data files to the target machine. 

5. 

Convert data files by using Recovery Manager (RMAN). 

6. 

Make the tablespace read-write at the target database. 

Identify the required steps in the correct order. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. 1, 2, 4, 3, and 6 

B. 2, 4, 3, and 5 

C. 2, 4, and 3 

D. 1, 5, 2, 4, 3, and 6 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the steps to configure Oracle Secure Backup (OSB) for use with RMAN: 

1.Create media families for data files and archived redo log files. 

2.Configure database backup storage selectors or RMAN media management parameters. 

3.Create an OSB user preauthorized for RMAN operations. 

4.Configure RMAN Access to the OSB SBT. 
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5.Disable Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) awareness by setting the ob_ignore_numa parameter to 

0. 

Identify the steps in the correct order. 

A. 1, 4, 3, 2, 5 

B. 1, 3, 4, 5, 2 

C. 4, 3, 1, 2, 5 

D. 4, 3, 5, 1, 2 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/backup.102/b14234/obadm_odb.htm#BDCBGJBF 

 

QUESTION 3

View the Exhibit showing steps to create a database resource manager plan. 

SQL>executedbms_resource_manager.create_pendingarea(); 

PL/SQLproceduresuccessfully completed. 

3QL>execdbms_resource_manager,create_consumergroup 

(consumer_group=>\\'OLTP,,comment=>,onlineuser\\') 

PL/SQLproceduresuccessfullycompleted. 

SQL>execdbras_resource_raanager.create_plan(plan=>\\'PRIU3ER3\\',comment=>\\'dssprio\\'); 

SQL>exec 

Dbms_resource_manager.create_plan_directive 

(plan=>\\'PRIU3ER3\\',group_or_subplan=>\\'OLTP\\',comraent=>\\'onlinegrp\\'CPU_Pl=>60); 

PL/3QLproceduresuccessfullycompleted. 

After execting the steps in the exhibit you execute this procedure, which results in an error: 

SQL> EXECUTEdbms_resource_manager. validate_pending_area (); 

What is the reason for the error? 

A. The pending area is automatically submitted when creating plan directives. 

B. The procedure must be executed before creating any plan directive. 

C. The sys_group group is not included in the resource plan. 

D. The other_groups group is not included in the resource plan. 
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E. Pending areas can not be validated until submitted. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://apunhiran.blogspot.com/2011/01/how-to-setup-resource-manager-to_14.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Your database is using a default temporary tablespace that contains the temp01.tmp temporary file. All the 

users on the database use the default temporary tablespace. 

A user issues a query on the orders table and receives the following error: 

ERROR at line 1: 

ORA-01565: error in identifying file 

\\'/u01/app/oracle/oradata/TEST/temp01.tmp\\' 

ORA-27037: unable to obtain file status 

What would be the most efficient way to rectify this error? 

A. Add a new tempfile to the user\\'s temporary tablespace and drop the tempfile that produced the error. 

B. Shut down the database instance, restore the temp01.tmp file from the backup, and then restart the database. 

C. Allow the database to continue running, drop the temp01.tmp temporary file, and then re-create it with new tempfiles. 

D. Take the temporary tablespace offline, recover the missing tempfile by applying redo logs, and then bring the
temporary tablespace online. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your database is running in archivelog mode. Examine the parameters for your database instance: 

LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_l =\\'LOCATION=/disk1/arch MANDATORY\\' LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_2
=\\'LOCATION=/disk2/arch\\' LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_3 =\\'LOCATIO=/disk3/arch\\' LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST _4
=\\'LOCATIONs/disk4/arch\\' LOG_ARCHIVE _MIN_SUCCEED_DEST = 2 

While the database is open, you notice that the destination set by the log_archive_dest_1 parameter is not available. All
redo log groups have been used. 

What happens at the next log switch? 

A. The database instance hangs and the redo log files are not overwritten. 

B. The archived redo log files are written to the fast recovery area until the mandatory destination is made available. 

C. The database instance is shutdown immediately. 
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D. The destination set by the log_archive_dest parameter is ignored and the archived redo log files are created in the
next two available locations to guarantee archive log success. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Made more logfile switch until all redos groups are full. first log switch succeds, second also succeds then
next will hang database. 

 

QUESTION 6

Examine the following impdp command to import a database over the network from a pre-12c Oracle 

database (source): 

$> impdp full=Y network_link=hrdb_test transportable=always 

transport_datafiles= 

`/u01/app/oracle/oradata/hrdb/sales01.dbf\\', 

`/u01/app/oracle/oradata/hrdb/cust01.dbf\\', 

`/u01/app/oracle/oradata/hrdb/emp01.dbf\\', 

version=12 logfile=import.log 

Which three are prerequisites for successful execution of the command? 

A. The impdp operation must be performed by the same user that performed the expdp operation. 

B. The path of data files on the target database must be the same as that on the source database. 

C. The export dump file must be created before starting the import on the target database. 

D. All the user defined tablespaces must be in read-only mode on the source database. 

E. The import operation must be performed by a user on the target database with the
DATAPUMP_IMP_FULL_DATABASE role, and the database link must connect to a user on the source database with
the DATAPUMP_EXP_FULL_DATABASE role. 

F. The source and target databases must be running on the same platform with the same endianness. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 7

RMAN is configured to create backupset backups for your database. You issue the command to back up 

the database: 

RMAN> BACKUP DATABASE PLUS ARCHIVELOG DELETE INPUT; 
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Which two statements are true about the backup performed by the command? (Choose two.) 

A. It backs up all the data files and deletes obsolete backups after the backup is complete 

B. It backs up all the archived log files and deletes the ones that were just backed up 

C. Only the used blocks in the data files are backed up 

D. It backs up all archived redo log files and online log files and deletes the archived log files after the backup is
complete 

E. It backs up only those archived log files that are not backed up at least once 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 8

You created a tablespace with this statement: 

CREATE BIGFILE TABLESPACE adtbs DATAFILE \\'/proddb/data/adtbs.dbf\\' SIZE 10G; 

The tablespace is nearly full and you need to avoid any out of space errors for the load of a 5 gig table. 

Which two alter statements will achieve this? 

A. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs RESI2E 20G; 

B. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs ADD DATAFILE; 

C. ALTER TABLESPACE adtbs AUTOEXTEND ON; 

D. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs ADD DATAFILE \\'/proddb/data/adtbsl.dbf\\' SIZE 1QG; 

E. ALTER TA3LESPACE adtbs MODIFY DATAFILE \\'/proddb/data/adtbs.dbf AUTOEXTEND ON; 

Correct Answer: AC 

References: http://www.techonthenet.com/oracle/tablespaces/alter_tablespace.php 

 

QUESTION 9

ENCRYPT_TS an encrypted tablespace that contains tables with data. 

Which statement is true about queries and data manipulation language statements on these tables? 

A. Queries may be performed on columns that have the NO SALT option. 

B. Data remains encrypted when read into the buffer cache. 

C. Redo generated by DML remains encrypted. 
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D. UNDO generated by DML remains encrypted if the UNDO tablespace is encrypted. 

E. Data remains encrypted when read into the PGA for direct path reads. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You want to prevent a group of users in your database from performing long-running transactions that consume huge
amounts of space in the undo tablespace. If the quota for these users is exceed during execution of a data manipulation
language (DML) statement, the operation should abort and return an error. However, queries should still be allowed,
even if users have exceeded the undo space limitation. How would you achieve this? 

A. Implement a Database Resource Manager plan 

B. Implement a profile for these users 

C. Decrease the number of Interested Transaction List (ITL) slots for the segments on which these users perform
transactions 

D. Specify the maximum amount of quota a user can be allocated in the undo tablespace 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify three benefits of unified auditing. 

A. Decreased use of storage to store audit trail rows in the database. 

B. It guarantees zero-loss auditing. 

C. The audit trail cannot be easily modified because it is read-only 

D. It improves overall auditing performance. 

E. It automatically audits Recovery Manager (RMAN) events. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three conditions must be met before you create a Virtual Private Catalog (VPC)? 

A. A base recovery catalog should exist. 

B. The owner of VPC cannot own recovery catalog. 

C. At least one target database should be registered in the recovery catalog. 

D. The register database privilege should be granted to the virtual catalog owner. 
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E. The DBA role should be granted to the virtual catalog owner. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two statements are true about setting the FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET parameter to a nonzero value?
(Choose two.) 

A. The value of the LOG_CHECKPOINT_INTERVAL parameter overrides the value of the
FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET parameter. 

B. The MTTR advisor is enabled only if the value is greater than the default value. 

C. Automatic checkpoint tuning is enabled. 

D. The time taken to recover an instance after a crash is always exactly the same as the value set for the
FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET parameter. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/A97630_01/server.920/a96533/instreco.htm 

 

QUESTION 14

You are administering a multitenant container database (CDB) CDB1 with two pluggable databases 

(PDBs), PDB1 and PDB2. You execute the following commands on CBD$ROOT as the SYS user: 

SQL> CREATE USER c##scott IDENTIFIED BY scottorcl1; 

SQL> GRANT CREATE SESSION TO c##scott; 

Which statement is true about the C##SCOTT user? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. It is created in all the PDBs with CREATE SESSION privilege. 

B. It is created in all the PDBs but has CREATE SESSION privilege only in CDB$ROOT. 

C. It is created and has the CREATE SESSION privilege only in a PDB that is open. 

D. It is created only in CDB$ROOT and has the CREATE SESSION privilege. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Examine the output: 
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SQL > ARCHIVE LOGLIST 

Database log mode Archive Mode Automatic archival Enabled Archive Destination USE_DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST
Oldest online log sequence 376 Next log sequence to archive 378 Current log sequence 378 

Which three types of files are automatically placed in the fast recovery area? 

A. Flashback data archives (FDA) 

B. Archived redo log files 

C. Control file autobackups 

D. Server parameter file (SPFILE) 

E. Recovery Manager (RMAN) backup pieces 

Correct Answer: BCE 

References: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/backup.112/e10642/glossary.htm#BRADV526 
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